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The Learning Series

❖ Class 1: Intro to Genealogical DNA Testing

❖ Class 2: Y-DNA, mtDNA & X-DNA

❖ Class 3: I’ve Gotten my Results…Now What?

❖ Class 4: Understanding atDNA and How it’s Passed Down

❖ Class 5: Using GEDMatch and 3rd Party Tools

❖ Class 6: Getting the most out of your Testing Company’s Tools

❖ Class 7: Intro to Advanced Techniques



What is GEDmatch?
❖ As we have discussed before, GEDmatch is a website 

that accepts raw autosomal files from different testing 
companies enabling you to find DNA matches with 
people who tested at other testing companies but have 
also uploaded to GEDmatch

❖ The site also has a suite of tools to extend and improve 
the quality of your matches by eliminating IBS (false) 
matches through methods such as phasing, 
triangulation and clustering



What is GEDmatch?

❖ The basic tools are free, but the more advanced tools 
will cost $10 for one month of use or a $10/month 
subscription for continuous use



Phasing your DNA

❖ Phasing your DNA is a way of further reducing the 
number of false or Identical by State (IBS) matches in 
your match list and getting a more accurate estimate of 
the amount of DNA you share with a match

❖ At its most basic level, phasing is the process of 
breaking down a DNA profile into two pieces 
representing the DNA you inherited from each parent



Phasing your DNA
❖ When your DNA is tested, the testing company returns two 

values at each location they test within your DNA and these two 
values represent the values your received from each parent

❖ If the values are the same, they are said to be homozygous, 
meaning the DNA you received from both parents had the same 
value at that location, eg. AA or TT

❖ Obviously phasing homozygous values is easy as your paternal 
and maternal values are the same at that location 

❖ Differing values at the same location are called heterozygous, eg. 
AC or GT



Phasing your DNA
❖ Because of the way the DNA testing is done, the values at each in 

your raw data are jumbled up and can’t just be split in two

❖ For example, you might have this string of values reported in your 
raw file of results

A G
A A
C T
C G
T T
A T
A C
T G
A C
A G
G T

But when separated 
into your maternal and 
paternal strands some 
were the value on the 
left and some were the 
value on the right



Phasing your DNA

❖ The easy way to phase your data is to have one or both 
parents tested and use the Phasing tool ($, Tier One) at 
GEDmatch

❖ If you only have one 
parent, the tool can 
partially phase the 
child against the 
known parent, but 
greatest accuracy 
needs both parents



Phasing your DNA
❖ What phasing is doing is it looks at your parent(s)’ 

values to see which letter they contributed to you
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Phasing your DNA

❖ If you don’t have a parent(s) available to phase yourself, 
you can use a child (or multiple children) using the 
“Evil Twin”method described in the 2nd half of the 
Blaine Bettinger blogpost in the reading list

❖ You can also partially phase yourself manually (using 
Excel or other spreadsheet program) by comparing to 
paternal or maternal aunts or uncles or 1st cousins, but 
only in the segments where you share DNA



Phasing your DNA

❖ Another source for tools useful in manually phasing 
yourself is David Pike’s Utilities:

❖  https://www.math.mun.ca/~dapike/FF23utils/

❖ Tim Janzen also has an Excel spreadsheet to help phase 
a kit from FTDNA

❖ See the ISOGG wiki for Tim’s link:

❖ https://isogg.org/wiki/Phasing

https://www.math.mun.ca/~dapike/FF23utils/
https://isogg.org/wiki/Phasing


Clustering your Matches

❖ We have already shown one method of clustering your 
matches using the Leeds Method, but there are also 
more automated ways of grouping matches

❖ We are going to look at GEDmatch, MyHeritage, 
Genetic Affairs and DNAGEDCOM’s clustering



Clustering your Matches at GEDmatch

❖ The GEDmatch clustering tool is a 
new Tier 1 tool

Enter your kit number

set a safe lower threshold
>7-10 cM

set a upper threshold to
eliminate aunts/uncles 

& 1st cousins



Useful link to YouTube video on clustering

Do a “Save” of the web 
page for later use so you  
1) don’t have to re-run the 
clustering and 2) don’t 
have to be a Tier 1 member 
to consult your saved 
version

i button gives info on match

These boxes are checkboxes to 
submit kits to Multi-Kit Analysis

Use these checkboxes to 
select an entire cluster

gray boxes outside colored cluster 
square indicate the person also

matches people in other clusters



I’m going to select a cluster 
and run Multi-Kit Analysis

Submit



Let’s look at the Compact Segment Mapper
(a compact chromosome browser)







Let’s create a matrix of the matches

Select autosomal matrix





Clustering your Matches at Genetic Affairs



Clustering your Matches at Genetic Affairs

❖ Genetic Affairs is another 3rd party website 

❖ It is free to join, but you have to buy credits to run the 
tools on the kits you use

❖ You get 200 free credits when you join

❖ Depending on the type of tool you use, the cost of 
running the tool on a kit is usually <50¢





Get an email 
daily/weekly/monthly 

scan of matches

Set threshold for 
minimum matches to gather

Click to run 
basic AutoCluster

Click to run 
advanced 

AutoCluster



Clustering your Matches at Genetic Affairs

❖ The results of running a matches scan or AutoCluster 
will be emailed to you

❖ The email will have zipped files with html, excel and/or 
csv files depending on the type of tool used 

❖ If you are someone who likes to use and organize things 
via spreadsheet, his is a good way to get a list of your 
matches in a spreadsheet format



Name and Admin

If they have a tree, 
the number of people in it

Shared cM & number of segments



Set max and min cM Set min size of clusters, 
excluding smaller clusters

Starred Matches

Extended
Clusters

Doubles costs, but can gather more data



HTML version of the clustering

Scroll down 
for table 

of clusters



Search within the table using header fields



Your Ancestry DNA notes are also shown



Excel version of the HTML Cluster Diagram



The newest feature at Genetic Affairs
is rule based AutoClusters

using NOT, AND or OR

For example, I can run an AutoCluster
on my great uncle and his 2nd cousin
once removed using AND to cluster 

their common matches on my Gowens line

Or I could run it on my mother, who
is a Robinson, Howland, Warrick and 

Duncan, and her cousin, who is a 
Robinson, Howland and Duncan using

NOT to try filtering my mother’s
matches down to her Warrick line





Clustering your Matches at Genetic Affairs

❖ Genetic Affairs is great if you only have a few kits that you want to 
AutoCluster and get the list of matches in a spreadsheet

❖ Its pay-as-you-go model makes it easy to manage, only having to buy credits 
as you need them

❖ But because the match scanning and AutoClustering is done on web-based 
servers (Amazon Web Services), to keep processing costs down the server 
has a time limit to grab the matches and compute the clusters, meaning you 
might not get everyone

❖ The “more powerful server” option helps, but doubles the costs

❖ If you want to squeeze every bit you can, not having to rely on servers on the 
internet, there is an alternative that lets you use your computer at home…



Clustering your Matches with DNAGedcom

❖ DNAGedcom is another 3rd party website that helps you gather your 
matches from the various testing companies and run cluster analysis 
of them

❖ Whereas Genetic Affairs did this pay-as-you-go, DNAGedcom 
requires an annual subscription ($50 or $100 per year or $5/$10 per 
month depending on features and the level of tech support you want)

❖ If you are gathering from many kits on a regular basis, this can be 
more cost effective

❖ The client application also give you finer control over the gathering 
and clustering process.









Choose profile

set cM range to gather
check to gather shared matches
check to gather matches’s trees
check to gather matches’s ethnicity

Shows your groupings 
from Ancestry



Enter login for kit 
to gather

Gather matches & 
ICWs and trees



Choose your 
23&Me profile

Choose general ICW 
or specific people 

to gather ICW from



Choose kit to gather

check to gather Chr 
and ICW data

check to grab trees



GEDmatch kit ID 
to gather Matches

& ICW



Clustering your Matches with DNAGedcom

❖ The first time you run the gathering of your matches, 
ICWs and trees, it will take a LONG time

❖ The more matches you have and the lower the minimum 
you set, the longer it will take, but you can have the 
client running in the background on your computer 
while you do other things

❖ If you can, run it overnight as it goes faster when fewer 
people are on the testing company websites, especially 
Ancestry



Once you have run the Gather on one of your kits,
you can run the Autosomal tab, which includes 

the Collins Leeds Method clustering
(the other option is in beta and still a little buggy)



Choose the kit to cluster (must have gathered 1st)
Set the lower and upper threshold
Set the cluster inclusion minimum (1/2 is usually best)
Set the sort order within cluster (I prefer by cM, default is inclusion)
set the sort order of clusters (I prefer the two Superclustered options)

You probably don’t want to include unclustered matches (size issues)
Open HTML when done automatically opens the HTML version
Tag Group options is in beta and not yet fully functional



Excel output example

example of a supercluster, multiple related clusters



HTML 
output 

example




